
11 + Test English Comprehension 1: Questions 

 This extract was taken from the children’s classic Animal Farm, which was 
written by George Orwell. 
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Animal Farm  

"But is this simply part of the order of nature? Is it because this land of ours is 
so poor that it cannot afford a decent life to those who dwell upon it? No, 
comrades, a thousand times no! The soil of England is fertile, its climate is 
good, it is capable of affording food in abundance to an enormously greater 
number of animals than now inhabit it. This single farm of ours would support 
a dozen horses, twenty cows, hundreds of sheep--and all of them living in a 
comfort and a dignity that are now almost beyond our imagining. Why then do 
we continue in this miserable condition? Because nearly the whole of the 
produce of our labour is stolen from us by human beings. There, comrades, is 
the answer to all our problems. It is summed up in a single word--Man. Man is 
the only real enemy we have. Remove Man from the scene, and the root 
cause of hunger and overwork is abolished for ever.  
 
"Man is the only creature that consumes without producing. He does not give 
milk, he does not lay eggs, he is too weak to pull the plough, he cannot run 
fast enough to catch rabbits. Yet he is lord of all the animals. He sets them to 
work, he gives back to them the bare minimum that will prevent them from 
starving, and the rest he keeps for himself. Our labour tills the soil, our dung 
fertilises it, and yet there is not one of us that owns more than his bare skin. 
You cows that I see before me, how many thousands of gallons of milk have 
you given during this last year? And what has happened to that milk which 
should have been breeding up sturdy calves? Every drop of it has gone down 
the throats of our enemies. And you hens, how many eggs have you laid in 
this last year, and how many of those eggs ever hatched into chickens? The 
rest have all gone to market to bring in money for Jones and his men. And 
you, Clover, where are those four foals you bore, who should have been the 
support and pleasure of your old age? Each was sold at a year old--you will 
never see one of them again. In return for your four confinements and all your 
labour in the fields, what have you ever had except your bare rations and a 
stall? 
 

1 “…it cannot afford a decent life to those who dwell upon it?” (line 2) 
Which of the following is closest in meaning to “dwell”? 

 A  eat 

B  dig 

C  live 

D  harvest 

E  enjoy 

  

2 “The soil of England is fertile,” (line 3) 
Which of the following is closest in meaning to “fertile”? 

 A  strong 

B  productive 

C  firm 



 D  fragrant 

E  useful 
  

3 On their farm, what kind of the condition are the animals currently living in? 

 A  favourable 

B  unhappy  

C  poor 

D  unhealthy 

E  versatile 

  

4 “There, comrades, is the answer to all our problems.” (line 9) 
Which of the following words is closest in meaning to “comrades”? 

 A  family 

B  enemies 

C  honourable 

D  soldiers 

E  friends 

  
5 In this passage, what is believed to be the solution to all the animals’ 

problems? 

 A  The position of Man 

B  The control and power of Man 

C  The removal of hunger and exhaustion 

D  The elimination of Man 

E  The introduction of Man 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11 + Test English Comprehension: Answers 

1 “…it cannot afford a decent life to those who dwell upon it?” (line 2) 
Which of the following is closest in meaning to “dwell”? 

 A  eat 

B  dig 

C  live 

D  harvest 

E  enjoy 

 Answer: C – The correct answer is “live” because this word is a synonym 
for “dwell”. 

  
2 “The soil of England is fertile,” (line 3) 

Which of the following is closest in meaning to “fertile”? 

 A  strong 

B  productive 

C  firm 

D  fragrant 

E  useful 

 Answer: B – The correct answer is “productive” because this word is a 
synonym for “fertile”. 

  

3 On their farm, what kind of the condition are the animals currently living in? 

 A  favourable 

B  unhappy  

C  poor 

D  unhealthy 

E  versatile 

 Answer: B – The correct answer is “unhappy” because this word is a 
synonym for “miserable”. The conditions of the animals was described 
as miserable is line 8. 

  
4 “There, comrades, is the answer to all our problems.” (line 9) 

Which of the following words is closest in meaning to “comrades”? 

 A  family 

B  enemies 

C  honourable 

D  soldiers 

E  friends 

 Answer: E – The correct answer is “friends” because this word is a 
synonym for “comrades”. 

  

5 In this passage, what is believed to be the solution to all the animals’ 
problems? 

 A  The position of Man 

B  The control and power of Man 

C  The removal of hunger and exhaustion 

D  The elimination of Man 

E  The introduction of Man 



 Answer: D – The correct answer is “the elimination of Man” because 
“elimination” is a synonym for “removal”. The removal of Man was 
described as the solution to all the animals’ problems in line 11. 

 


